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Introduction

This white paper outlines a process to design, architect, and implement aTheglobal
arrayet of
EHT Collaboration
al.
radio dishes that will comprise a virtual Earth-sized telescope capable of making the first
real-time movies of supermassive black holes (SMBH) and their emanating jets. These
movies will resolve the complex structure and dynamics at the event horizon, bringing into
focus not just the persistent strong-field gravity features predicted by general relativity,
but also details of active accretion and relativistic jet launching that drive galaxy evolution
and may even affect large scale structures in the Universe. SMBHs are the most massive
and most compact objects predicted by Einstein’s theory of gravity. They are believed
to energize the luminous centers of active galaxies, where they convert the gravitational
potential energy of infalling matter to radiant power and jetted outflows of charged particles
that can stretch to hundreds of thousands or even millions of light years. We propose to
turn the extreme environment of their event horizons into laboratories where astronomers,
physicists,
actively
blackeachhole
boundary
in The
real-time,
and
Figure
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images mathematicians
of M87 on April11 from ourcan
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pipelines the
after restoring
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sensitivity
and
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resolution
that
allow
them
to
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long-standing
fundamental
20 μas beam.
questions from new directions.
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Figure 15. Averages of the three ﬁducial images of M87 for each of the four observed days after restoring each to an equivalent resolution, as in Figure 14. The
indicated beam is 20
(i.e., that
of DIFMAP, which
is always
the largest
the three
beams).
1.3μasmm
wavelength
images
of M87
forofeach
ofindividual
four days
during which the source was observed

Figure 1:

in 2017 with the Event Horizon Telescope array. All images are restored to an equivalent resolution with a
beam of 20 µas. These represent the highest angular resolution images ever made from the surface of the
eht-imaging and SMILI images, as expected from the fact
Figure 15 as a conservative representation of our ﬁnal M87
Earth,
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of flares from Sgr A∗ with the EHT.
Bottom row: Simulated images of
a “hot spot” orbiting Sgr A∗ with
a period of ∼30 minutes (Model
B from [9, 14]).
Upper rows:
Corresponding reconstructions of
the model with the EHT2017 and
ngEHT arrays merging 230 and
345 GHz, demonstrating the potential to study the evolution of
flares in Sgr A∗ on timescales of
minutes [26, 8]. Reconstructions
are performed with visibility amplitudes and closure phases, reflecting calibration similar to that of the
EHT2017 data.

expansion of the EHT array by augmenting existing stations, as well as developing new sites,
can greatly increase the scope of EHT core science over the next decade. We refer to the
expanded array as the next-generation EHT, or ngEHT. A separate white paper is dedicated
to a complementary expansion of the EHT array by deployment of a radio telescope in orbit
around the Earth.
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Key science goals and requirements

The detection of the black hole shadow in M87 [17] has opened up the opportunity for
repeated experimental studies of strong gravity and horizon scale accretion and jet launching
with ngEHT. Future observations will measure the detailed shape and size of the black hole
shadow and surrounding photon ring, allowing direct tests of the Kerr metric describing
black holes in general relativity. An ngEHT will also address fundamental questions about
the role of magnetic fields in the accretion and jet launching process as traced by the observed
time-variable, polarized synchrotron radiation.

2.1

Testing General Relativity

Measuring the shape and size of the shadow and surrounding lensed photon ring provides a
null hypothesis test of General Relativity [24]. The mass and distance of Sgr A∗ are known
to ∼1% [21], so the precision of GR tests for this source will be limited primarily by the
fidelity of EHT data and the ability to extract the emission corresponding to the black hole
circular photon orbit and interior shadow. Positional measurements of luminous matter (“hot
spots”) orbiting near the event horizon, as shown in Fig. 2, can be used to map the spacetime
metric near the black hole and constrain the black hole spin. Combining one or more such
EHT measurement of Sgr A∗ with other observations [e.g., 20] allows a test of the “no hair”
theorem [22, 10, 31].
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Higher angular resolution allows more precise measurements of the shadow size and shape,
while increased dynamic range improves image fidelity and allows us to extract the thin,
bright photon ring feature from the more diffuse surrounding emission. Snapshot imaging
of Sgr A∗ on timescales of minutes is required to track relativistic motions around the black
hole.

2.2

The role of magnetic fields in black hole accretion

Magnetic fields play an outsized role in accretion and jet formation. The magnetorotational
instability [MRI, 2] is thought to transport angular momentum and drive accretion onto
the central black hole. Dynamically important magnetic fields can cause instabilities and
flaring on horizon scales [34]. The polarized synchrotron radiation observed by the ngEHT
traces magnetic field geometry (Fig. 3), while its time variability encodes the dynamics of
spiral waves driven by the MRI and magnetic flux eruption events associated with strong
magnetic fields. Triggered multi-wavelength campaigns are needed to fully take advantage of
ngEHT’s capability to spatially resolve structures associated with the energetic, high energy
flares from Sgr A∗ . The X-ray radiation in Sgr A∗ flares suggests that particles can be
accelerated to high energy even around a quiescent black hole [13]. Spatially resolving their
radio counterparts will provide new constraints on the acceleration mechanism.

Blurred Sim

ngEHT Image

Figure 3: Comparison of polarization map of a simulation
of M87 [11] blurred to half the
nominal resolution of ngEHT
(left), and a polarimetric reconstruction of synthetic ngEHT
data generated by the simulation (right). ngEHT enables
high fidelity polarimetric reconstructions, revealing the ordered, horizon-scale fields in this
simulation of a “magneticallyarrested” disk.

Snapshot polarimetric imaging with the future EHT can reveal the structure and dynamics of magnetic fields. Simultaneous polarimetric observations at 230 and 345 GHz will allow
probing the magnetic field degree of ordering, orientation, and strength through Faraday
rotation studies. Spectral index analyses will probe other plasma properties, such as the
electron density and temperature.

2.3

Jet formation

The processes that govern the formation, acceleration and collimation of powerful relativistic
jets in active galactic nuclei (AGN) and X-ray binaries are a half-century-long mystery in
black hole physics. The leading scenarios rely on magnetic fields to extract rotational energy,
either from orbiting material [4] or from the black hole itself [5]. Magnetic fields downstream
further collimate and accelerate the jet to relativistic speeds. EHT observations of M87
3

provide a unique opportunity to study jet launching, collimation, and acceleration at the
base in the immediate vicinity of the black hole.
Figure 4 shows reconstructed 3D GRMHD simulations of the jet launching region in M87
Figure 3: EHT baseline coverage for M87 (left) and SgrA* (right). Each point shows the April 2017 1.3mm
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Middle:
Reconstruction
using
EHT2017,
revealing
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circular
~
40
µas
ring
surrounding
log scale; inset is linear scale. Middle: Reconstruction using EHT2017, revealing the circular
the black hole shadow but no jet. Right: Reconstruction using EHT-II, including both 230 and 345 GHz,
∼ 40 µas ring surrounding the black hole shadow but no jet. Right: Reconstruction using
revealing both the black hole and its jet.

ngEHT, including both 230 and 345 GHz, revealing both the black hole and its jet.

2.4

Objectives and requirements

4 corresponding traction on key science quesThe quality of ngEHT images/movies and their
tions depend on the baseline coverage of the array as well as overall sensitivity, observing
frequency, bandwidth, and observing/scheduling constraints. Additional improvements in
imaging and analysis algorithms will further drive design requirements and trade-offs in
defining the ngEHT instrument systems and array architecture. We advocate a formal system engineering approach, in which key science questions are used to define and select across
technical elements for the array. In Table 1 we outline an abbreviated science traceability
matrix for the ngEHT. The full array design must be explored using system engineering
driven simulation and science optimization process resulting in an expanded STM to define
a phase of ngEHT design, followed by a phase of implementation, both timed to deliver a
functional ngEHT array by the end of the coming decade.
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STM Shortform for Ground White Paper
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Science Goals

Measurement Requirements

Developments: Array, Instrument, and Algorithms

Are SMBHs described by
the Kerr metric?

1. Angular resolution of about 10 μas
2. Accelerated baseline sampling to
enable static imaging of SgrA*

1. Enable 345 GHz observations
2. Identify & characterize candidate sites
3. Optimize baseline coverage for Sgr A*
4. Sufficient sensitivity for a fully-connected array
5. Methods to study intra-day variation of Sgr A*

What drives accretion
1. Movies of the Sgr A* accretion flow on
onto a SMBH and triggers sub-ISCO timescales
flaring events?
2. Polarimetric movies of Sgr A* and
M87 to study magnetic field turbulence &
multi-wavelength flares
3. Coordinated multi-wavelength &
triggered observations

1. Optimize array for rapid baseline sampling
2. Simultaneous 230 & 345 GHz with dual-polarization
3. Methods for polarimetric movie reconstructions
4. Triggered turn-key VLBI scheduling
5. Strategic array redundancy to reduce sensitity to
weather and site loss

What is the role of the
SMBH in forming,
collimating & powering a
relativistic jet?

1. Co-temporal 230 & 345 GHz with dual-polarization
2. Increased sensitivity through wider bandwidths
3. Optimize baseline coverage for M87 horizon scale
and jet launching region
4. Improved calibration & algorithms for multi-scale and
high dynamic range imaging
5. Enhance array operations to optimize duration,
cadence & quality of observations

1. Horizon-scale polarimetric imaging to
measure magnetic field structure
2. Faraday rotation measurements to
measure magnetic field strength
3. Increased image dynamic range from
~10 to ~100 to connect the black hole,
jet & counter-jet
4. Movies of the M87 jet-launching
region over multi-month timescales

Table 1: A short form science traceability matrix (STM). The STM links the key science
questions in the first column with the top level requirements for astronomical measurements
in the second, and these drive the specifications for detailed design, of the array configuration, instrument developments, and software post processing algorithms in the third column.
System engineering will expand this STM in the early phases of an upgrade.

3

Technical elements

Current EHT images are already exceptionally rich scientifically. Following system engineering practices, and referencing the STM in figure 1, we propose to extend the scientific
potential of ground-based mm VLBI observations by quadrupling the current recorded instantaneous bandwidth of the EHT, adding a 345 GHz capability, and incorporating new
sites to the existing array. This last possibility stems from the important realization that
single large apertures in the array (phased ALMA in Chile, the Large Millimeter Telescope
in Mexico, and future phased NOEMA in France) provide such high sensitivity that adding
small-diameter dishes in ideal geographic locations can dramatically improve imaging fidelity
– even for sites where the atmospheric conditions are more variable than is typical for current
mm/submm facilities (Figure 7). By roughly doubling the number of antennas in the EHT
through addition of several new small diameter dishes as well as new stations ngEHT can
reconstruct not just images of extraordinary detail, but movies of the dynamics near the
black hole event horizon.

3.1

New sites and dishes

At the bandwidth projected for the ngEHT, antenna diameters between 6 and 12 m will be
suitably sensitive for new nodes in the array. The Greenland Telescope is an example of a
successful relocation of a 12 m ALMA dish, and a similar dish is being relocated to Kitt Peak
in Arizona. In ngEHT Phase I, designs for new dishes will be explored using approaches that
5

Figure 5: Distribution of stations around the globe. Stations that participated in the
EHT2017 observing campaign are labeled in yellow, while the additional stations that will
be present in the EHT2020 array are labeled in orange. Several possible new site locations
for the ngEHT are labeled in cyan. Current EHT2017 baselines are shown in magenta.
have been successfully used for sub-mm class antennas for the SMA and ALMA [29, 28].
Candidate locations for newly designed dishes will be selected based on weather for submm observing, existing infrastructure, and improvement to the spatial frequency coverage
of the array [30, 27]. Small dishes are particularly effective close to major ngEHT anchor
sites. An example of an expanded ngEHT array, feasible by 2027, is shown in Figure 5.
Corresponding improvements in the (u, v)-coverage for the EHT science targets are shown
in Figure 6.

3.2

Receiver and VLBI back end

The EHT presently samples 4 GHz bandwidth in dual polarization and two sidebands for a
total of 16 GHz. This corresponds to 64 Gbps for two-bit recording and Nyquist sampling.
This matches ALMA’s current bandwidth, though efforts are underway to double the ALMA
bandwidth in each sideband over the next decade. The majority of the other EHT sites
already employ receivers with 8 GHz sidebands, and those that do not are typically in the
process of upgrading. A doubling of bandwidth per sideband for the EHT would result in a
record rate of 128 Gbps.
The ability to simultaneously observe the 1.3 mm (230 GHz) and 0.87 mm (345 GHz)
EHT observing bands dramatically improves imaging and movie rendering capability of
the EHT (Figures 2, 4) as well as polarization observations of, for example, Faraday rotation. The ngEHT with 8 GHz per sideband, dual polarization, and simultaneous dual band
230/345 GHz capability requires a recording rate of 256 Gbps. A dual-band EHT receiver
6
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Figure 6: Fourier space coverage of the EHT primary science sources for the EHT2017 array
[18] and for the proposed expanded ngEHT array as shown in Figure 5. OVRO, HAY, KP
and GAM sites are excluded from 345 GHz operations.
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that will serve as the prototype for other suitable telescopes in the EHT array will be first
installed and commissioned on the LMT, to immediately enhances the high resolution capability of the EHT. 1.3 mm and 0.87 mm wavelength sideband-separating dual-polarization
mixers have been built for facilities such as ALMA and the Institut de Radioastronomie
Millimetrique (IRAM). A dual-frequency receiver will be deployed to additional telescopes
in the array.
New back end development takes advantage of advances in FPGA and ADC capabilities.
We are developing a back end capable of processing four 8-GHz bands using 16 Gsps samplers.
This is a total of 128 Gbps at 2-bit quantization, available in a compact rack mount box.
The European DBBC3 is another platform capable of supporting 128 Gbps using 8 Gsps
samplers. A key development is to match the back end rate in data capture and transport.
The current Mark 6 VLBI recorder [35] has in the lab operated at close to twice its design

7

target of 16 Gbps, due largely to the steady increase in hard disk density and throughput.
One path is to further develop the Mark 6 for reliable operation at higher speeds in the field.
COTS recording solutions that use Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) for high-speed
parallel data flow are emerging and will also be explored.

3.3

Data transport and processing

The current EHT and VLBI practice of recording data and physically transporting them to
a central location for correlation has severe disadvantages. This includes inability to verify
in real-time that an experiment has been setup correctly and is working. Data storage disks
used by the EHT are large, expensive and take a long time to back up, which means there is a
very real risk of data loss in shipment. Observations from the South Pole Station, absolutely
key for Sgr A∗ , are hobbled because shipment of disks recorded in April takes effectively six
months to return to the correlation center. This causes time delays in the data analysis and
requires that the data from all stations be saved for cross-correlation at one time.
With the potential eight-fold increase in collected data volume over the current systems,
the EHT will develop an innovative way to store and consolidate data for processing. Free
space laser communication presents an alternative. Data rates of many Terabits/sec are
possible. It is an extremely attractive technology to consider for an entirely new paradigm of
EHT operations, supporting real time data transport and correlation. The TBIRD system,
developed at MIT Lincoln Laboratory [33], is one example that will be investigated and
evaluated.

3.4

Algorithmic developments, array optimization

Development of new analysis methods, specially designed to address challenges in EHT data,
were critical for producing the first images of a black hole. Due to the extreme sparsity and
calibration uncertainties for high frequency VLBI, recovering an image of M87 required the
development of new methods that simultaneously performed imaging and calibration, as
well as the design of techniques to validate the result [19]. For the ngEHT to meet its Science Goals successfully, new techniques for the reconstruction of movies of Sgr A∗ [26, 8],
polarimetric images of M87 [12, 1], and fringe detection and calibration strategies tailored
for a hybrid array with globally distributed anchor stations and several small dishes [3] are
required. Ultra-wide bandwidths and simultaneous observing at 230 and 345 GHz will also
motivate the development of new techniques for multi-frequency imaging, scattering mitigation toward Sgr A∗ [25], and atmospheric phase transfer [23, 32]. The analysis methods will
be coupled with realistic array data simulation [6] incorporating dynamical source models,
instrument characteristics, as well as weather and scheduling models in order to optimize
ngEHT array design through the use of performance metrics. For example at 230 GHz,
using the (u, v) filling fraction metric [30] at 500 µas field-of-view with 100 µas resolution,
the EHT2017 samples 20% of Sgr A∗ and 25% of M87, while the ngEHT samples 71% of
Sgr A∗ and 99% of M87 (see Figure 6).
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4

Organization - Array & Partners

The EHT Collaboration (EHTC), coordinates and conducts EHT observation campaigns and
sets the agenda for EHT science and development. A Memorandum of Collaboration binds
a group of thirteen stakeholders that currently include (Academia Sinica Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of Arizona, University of Chicago, East Asian Observatory,
Goethe-Universitaet Frankfurt, Institut de Radioastronomie Millimetrique, Large Millimeter
Telescope Alfonso Serrano, Max Planck Institute for Radioastronomy, MIT Haystack Observatory, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Perimeter Institute for Theoretical
Physics, Radboud University, and the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory). Development of future directions and design is a collaborative and ongoing process within the EHTC,
and this APC white paper describes activities that require support of US involvement in this
timely effort. The current EHTC international agreement has also enabled, through partnership with ALMA, an open-skies policy for the general astronomy community to use the EHT
array for high resolution, high sensitivity applications. It is anticipated that the current
EHT agreement will be continued, possibly evolving to accommodate a larger operational
component with more observing epochs and a doubling of antennas in the array. Retaining
open-skies access to the EHT array is similarly anticipated with commensurate impact on
the global astronomy infrastructure.
Over the course of EHT build-out, two previously used sites (Caltech Submillimeter
Observatory and the Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy) were
decommissioned. This was balanced by the inclusion of new facilities, and the proposed
deployment of a number of new modest-diameter dishes will minimize impact on the ngEHT
to the loss of existing facilities over the coming decade should that occur.

5

Schedule and cost

We envisage the design and eventual implementation of this proposed ngEHT as two separate phases, both of which exist within the overall organization of the EHT project. Phase I
will be a design process that optimizes a systematic approach to defining science goals and
development specifications, leading to Preliminary Design Reviews (PDR) and Critical Design Reviews (CDR) for main elements by ∼2023. A critical component of Phase I will
be the selection and preparation of new sites. Phase II will be a build out and array augmentation with new VLBI systems, with in-place equipment by ∼2027, and commissioning
and observations thereafter. Increased interim capability through the staged introduction of
sites, increased bandwidth, and the build-out of e.g. 345 GHz capabilities at EHT stations
will provide new scientific opportunities throughout Phase I and Phase II, as was the case
for the initial EHT over the previous decade.
Assuming a site has basic infrastructure and roads suitable for a crane, a new EHT node
will cost between $2.5M for a small, refurbished antenna or as much as $10M for a new
12-m antenna. The costs for a timing reference, recording equipment, a receiver and the
peripheral RF and test equipment are common to both cases and total about $1.3M. The
costs for a shelter and solar power plant will be between $0.8M and $1.0M depending on
the local weather. One full-time equivalent engineering salary is factored into the totals.
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From these numbers we project a requirement of ∼$10M for upgrades to existing sites and
∼$40–$100M for the addition of 8 new sites for the completed construction of the ngEHT
array, placing it at the intersection of medium (>$20M) and large (>$70M) ground project
categories. Operational cost is anticipated at the level of ∼$5M annually. As with the initial
EHT, the next generation EHT would be comprised of a global network of radio telescopes
with observations and scientific utilization managed through worldwide collaboration, and
is expected to be funded through multiple international sources and in kind contributions
from partners and ngEHT stakeholder institutions. Based on current EHT support, we
estimate the net cost to US funding agencies will be ∼1/2 of the total projected ngEHT
cost. This will depend on future arrangements with international EHT partners, however
given the world-wide impact of the first EHT results, we anticipate continued strong interest
and engagement from the international community.

6

Summary

To build upon the success of the EHT in imaging the SMBH at the center of M87 on horizon
scales, we propose the design and implementation of a ground-based Next Generation EHT
(ngEHT). This instrument will double the number of antennas in the array, incorporate a
dual-frequency capability, more than double the sensitivity, and increase the dynamic range
by more than one order of magnitude over the existing EHT. This will enable fundamental
questions to be tackled, both in physics (e.g., the space-time metric around a rotating black
hole and deviations from the predictions of GR) and in astrophysics (e.g. the launching
mechanism of jets in AGNs and the role of magnetic fields in black hole accretion).
The EHT effort has delivered the first black hole image. The ngEHT will fulfill the
promise of a newly emerging field of research in astronomy and physics: precision imaging
and time resolution of black holes on horizon scales.
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